FUTURE OF HEALTH – What will be the new normal?

Health is an investment in future.

Worldwide, triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic, there is a “deep concern that leaders are failing to invest enough resources in core health priorities and systems. This puts lives, livelihoods and economies in jeopardy. None of these issues are simple to address, but they are within reach.” (WHO 2020)

The interdisciplinary summit on the „Future of Health“ at TUM addresses the current health challenges and focusses on the fundamental shifts inevitable for sustainable health. The main focus is on six topics that are driving the change in health, current questions are discussed and innovative answers are developed for the health sector: what will be the New Normal?

1. Driving economic growth & improving quality of life & life expectancy: can we have it all?
2. Lessons from COVID-19 and how to prepare for the next global health challenge
3. What does the healthcare system of the future look like – lessons from around the world
4. Shifting from a sickness service to a wellness system
5. The robot will see you now: How will technology transform healthcare systems
6. Leading change – how to get change to stick

Register online now: Summer School / Summit

Patronage

The Bavarian State Minister of Health and Care Klaus Holetschek has taken on the patronage for the interdisciplinary summit and the summer school "Future of Health".
Overview Summit

Future of Health - Interdisciplinary Summit 2021

Dates: September 13-18, 2021

Target group: Professionals of the health system and its adherent fields
Undergraduates and graduates with an interest in health related topics

Language: English

Opportunity to participate: via video conference tool Zoom – free of charge

Application deadlines: September 1st, 2021

CME / CP 3 CME (per day; Cat. A)
Doctoral candidates 3 CP (per day)

Program*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>SPEAKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 13.09 | 09.00 – 09.30 | Welcoming Words                                                        | Klaus Holetschek (Bavarian State Minister of Health and Care)
                                                                  | Juliane Winkelmann (Senior Vice President TUM)                           |
|       |          | Program Introduction                                                   | André Andonian, Renate Oberhoffer-Fritz                                  |
|       | 09.30 - 11.30 | Driving economic growth & improving quality of life & life expectancy: can we have it all? | Penny Dash, Sirma Boshnakova, Rolf Moeckel                               |
|       | 11.30 - 12.30 | Panel Discussion                                                       |                                                                        |
| 14.09 | 09.30 – 12.15 | Lessons from Covid-19 and how to prepare for the next global health challenge | Tania Holt, Masaya Watanabe, Heidrun Thaiss, Klaus Lieb                  |
|       | 12.15 - 13.15 | Panel Discussion                                                       |                                                                        |
| 15.09 | 09.30 – 11.30 | What does the healthcare system of the future look like – lessons from around the world | Oscar Boldt-Christmas, Ara Darzi, Leonie Sundmacher                    |
|       | 11.30 - 12.30 | Panel Discussion                                                       |                                                                        |
| 16.09 | 09.30 – 15.00 | Shifting from a sickness service to a wellness system                  | Ara Darzi, Noubar Afeyan, Renate Oberhoffer-Fritz                      |
|       | 15.00 – 16.00 | Panel Discussion                                                       |                                                                        |
| 17.09 | 09.30 – 11.30 | The robot will see you now: How will technology transform healthcare systems | André Andonian, Vincent Roche, Eckehard Steinbach                     |
|       | 11.30 - 12.30 | Panel Discussion                                                       |                                                                        |
| 18.09 | 09.30 – 11.30 | Leading change – how to get change to stick                            | Gunther Fried, Daniel Vasella, André Andonian, Tim Büthe, Janina Steinert |
|       | 11.30 - 12.30 | Panel Discussion                                                       |                                                                        |

*This program was developed in a joint collaboration between André Andonian and Renate Oberhoffer-Fritz.

Please visit our homepage (www.sg.tum.de/weiterbildung) for further information!
Experts

Noubar Afeyan
Founder & CEO Flagship Pioneering
Chairman Moderna, Lecturer at MIT & Harvard
https://www.flagshippioneering.com/people/noubar-afeyan

André Andonian
Member Advisory Board (SG) TUM, Chairman Japan and Managing Partner Korea, Senior Partner McKinsey & Company
https://www.mckinsey.com/our-people/andre-andonian

Oscar Boldt-Christmas
Lead for Healthcare in Europe, Senior Partner, Global Leadership McKinsey & Company

Sirma Boshnakova
Chief Executive Officer, Alliance Partners

Prof. Dr. Tim Büthe
Senior Fellow, Kenan Institute for Ethics, Duke University, Dean of Research, TUM School of Governance, Chair for International Relations, TUM
https://www.professoren.tum.de/buthethe-tim

Prof. The Lord Ara Darzi
Co-Director of the Institute of Global Health Innovation, Chair of Surgery, Imperial College London
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/people/a-darzi

Prof. Dr. Gunther Friedl
Dean TUM School of Management, Chair of Management Accounting, TUM
https://www.professoren.tum.de/en/friedl-gunter

Tania Holt
Senior Partner, London McKinsey & Company
https://www.mckinsey.com/our-people/tania-holt

Prof. Dr. Klaus Lieb
Scientific Director of the Leobnitz Institute for Resilience Research, Director of the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University Medical Center Mannheim
https://lehrstuhl.iam.de/mitarbeiter/klaus-lieb

Prof. Dr. Rolf Moeckel
Department of Civil, Geo and Environmental Engineering Professorship for Modeling Spatial Mobility, TUM
https://www.bgu.tum.de/en/msm/team/moeckel

Prof. Dr. Renate Oberhoffer-Fritz
Dean of the Department of Sport and Health Sciences, Chair of Preventive Pediatrics, TUM
https://www.sg.tum.de/de/preventive-paediatrics/dean/oberhoffer

Vincent Roche
President and Chief Executive Officer at Analog Devices

Prof. Dr. Eckehard Steinhäcker
TUM Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Chair of Media Technology, TUM
https://www.ei.tum.de/en/mlt/team/staff/steinhaecker-eckehard

Prof. Dr. Janina Steinert
Professorship Global Health, School of Governance, TUM
https://www.professoren.tum.de/steinert-janina

Prof. Dr. Leonie Sundmacher
Department of Sport and Health Sciences, Chair of Health Economics, TUM
https://www.sg.tum.de/de/cheawem/Professorship

Prof. Dr. Heidrun Thaisse
Member Advisory Board (SG) TUM, Honorary professorship TUM, former head of b2Ga
https://www.uni-regensburg.de/hochschulrat/en/thaisse.html

Daniel Vasella
Hon. Chairman of Novartis
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Vasella

Masaya Watanabe
CDO of H.U Group - Healthcare for You, former CEO of Hitachi Healthcare, Chairman of Japan Federation of Medical Devices Association

Prof. Dr. Juliane Winckelmann
Chair of Neurogenetics, Senior Vice President International Alliances and Alumni, TUM
https://www.professoren.tum.de/en/winckelmann-juliane
Overview Summer School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future of Health - Interdisciplinary Summer School 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dates: September 13-18, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target group: Undergraduates and graduates with an interest in health related topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants: Max. 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity to participate: via video conference tool Zoom and TUM-Moodle – free of charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application deadlines: August 27, 2021 (incl. CV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CME / CP 3 ECTS Doctoral candidates 20 CP (TUM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program*

Participants of the summer school take part in all keynote lectures and panel discussions of the summit and, in addition, work on innovative and sustainable health solutions in daily workshops. The official part ends every day with a common “summary of the day”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>WORKSHOP TOPIC</th>
<th>WORKSHOP LEAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>14.00 – 16.00</td>
<td>Climate in Healthy Cities</td>
<td>Joachim Bachner, Tanja Vollmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>14.00 – 16.00</td>
<td>Global One Health</td>
<td>Ciarissa P. da Costa, Andrea Winkler, Elisabeth Wacker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.09</td>
<td>14.00 – 16.00</td>
<td>Healthcare Systems of the Future</td>
<td>Michael Laxy, Christian Schulz, Tanja Vollmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.09</td>
<td>14.00 – 16.00</td>
<td>Technical Innovations and Health</td>
<td>Wolfgang Dornier, Horst Kunhardt, Christian Rester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.09</td>
<td>14.00 – 16.00</td>
<td>Global Governance for Health</td>
<td>Tim Büthe/Henrike Sternberg Claudia Peus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This program was developed in a joint collaboration between André Andonian and Renate Oberhofer-Fritz.

Please visit our homepage [www.sg.tum.de/weiterbildung](http://www.sg.tum.de/weiterbildung) for further information!
Workshop Lead

Dr. Joachim Bachner
Department of Sport and Health Sciences, Pedagogic at Associate Professorship of Didactics in Sport and Health, TUM
https://www.sg.tum.de/de/sportdelektiel aanwissenschaftliche-mitarbeiter-innen/c/r/j/bachner/

Prof. Dr. Robert Boushel
Member Advisory Board (SG) TUM, Systems Biology, Exercise & Health, The University of British Columbia
https://kim.educ.ubc.ca/person/robert-boushel/

Prof. Dr. Clarissa Prazeres da Costa
Institute of Medical Microbiology, Immunology and Hygiene, Center for Global Health, TUM
https://www.med.tum.de/en/prof-dr- clarissa-prazeres-da-costa-

Prof. Dr. Tim Büthe
Senior Fellow, Kenan Institute for Ethics, Duke University
Dean of Research, TUM, School of Government, Chair for International Relations, TUM
https://www.professoron.tum.de/hub/t im/

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Dörner
Geomatics, Spatiotemporal modeling, Mobile Computing, THD
Technische Hochschule Deggendorf Webseite (th-dg.de)

Prof. Dr. Sebastian Görg
TUM Campus Straubing, Professorship Economics, TUM

Prof. Dr. Stefanie J. Klug
Department of Sport and Health Sciences, Chair of Epidemiology, TUM

PO Dr. Christian Schulin
Management German Climate Change and Health Alliance, KLUG
https://www.klimawandel- gesundheit.de/sueber-uns/leben/

Henrike Sternberg
TUM, School of Governance, Professorship for Global Health, Chair for International Relations
TUM
https://www.hfb.tum.de/globalhealth/te am/henrike-sternberg/

Prof. Dr. Tanja C. Vollmer
Architectural Psychology and Health at Chair of Architectural Design and Participation
Faculty of Architecture, TUM

Prof. Dr. Elisabeth Wacker
Department of Sport and Health Sciences, Sociology of Diversity
Professor emeritus TUM
https://www.professoren.tum.de/en/wac ker-elisabeth/

Prof. Dr. Andrea S. Winkler
Department of Neurology, Center for Global Health, TUM
https://www.med.tum.de/de/prof-dr- dr-andrea-s-winkler-

Organization:
Prof. Dr. Renate Oberhoffer-Fritz
Dean Department of Sport and Health Sciences
renate.oberhoffer@tum.de

Dr. Sara Schulz
Management Continuing Education and Training
sara.schulz@tum.de